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SUCCESS PROBABILITIES
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WHAT IS SUCCESS?

• An outcome (binary event) that a team wants to bring about. 

• Can be defined according to the interest of the analyst/coach/player. 

Success Notion

Winning the
Game

Scoring 
within a fixed time/ 
number of steps 

Scoring Within a
Possession

Scoring the
Next Goal

ScoringZone Entry Penalty for
Opponent
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SUCCESS PROBABILITY TICKER

• Assigns to each time t in the match an 
estimated probability of future success

• Example:  Win probability in NHL 
(Pettigrew 2015)

    

4 
 

Just as journalists and bloggers use win probabilities to describe the impact of a homerun in baseball or a 
4th down conversion in football [10], hockey observers can use this metric to empirically assess the importance of a 
goal or the costliness of a penalty taken. Figure 3 illustrates how the metric works in an especially back-and-forth 
game early in the 2014/2015 season. Although Philadelphia ultimately won the game in overtime, Dallas had the 
upper-hand for most of the third period. Just before the Flyers made the score 4-3 with 11:28 remaining in the 
period, Philadelphia had just a 5.5% chance of winning. Later in the period when the teams traded three goals in the 
span of two minutes, the Flyer's probability of winning swung from 10.0% to 48% back down to 9%, then back up 
to 48%. Both times Dallas took a penalty at the end of regulation and in overtime, the Flyer's chances of winning 
increased by 9 percentage points. These statistics could be invaluable to a reporter who wants to quantify the back-
and-forth that occurred during a particularly exciting game. 

 

 
Figure 3: In-game win probability for a recent game between Philadelphia and Dallas 
 
 Another application of the metric for writers is the assessment of the probability that a team will win a 
playoff series. To do this, I calculate the in-game win probabilities for each game and use them to estimate the series 
win probability based on the following formula: 
 

ܲሺݏ݁݅ݎ݁ݏ�݊݅ݓሻ ൌ ܲሺݏ݁݅ݎ݁ݏ�݊݅ݓ�ȁ݁݉ܽ݃�ݐ݊݁ݎݎݑܿ�݊݅ݓ�ሻܲሺ݁݉ܽ݃�ݐ݊݁ݎݎݑܿ�݊݅ݓሻ  
�������������������������������������������ܲሺݏ݁݅ݎ݁ݏ�݊݅ݓ�ȁ�݈݁݉ܽ݃�ݐ݊݁ݎݎݑܿ�݁ݏሻ�ሺͳ െ ܲሺ݁݉ܽ݃�ݐ݊݁ݎݎݑܿ�݊݅ݓሻሻ 

 
The conditional probabilities on the right hand side of the equation are estimated based on the results of every best-
of-7 NHL playoff series since the league expanded to 12 teams. They reflect the probability that a team wins a series 
depending on the results from previous games and the number of home and away games remaining. This formula 
ensures that the in-game probabilities for each game match up at each of the "knots" between each game.  

Figure 4 shows the results of the playoff series win probability metric for the 2014 Western Conference 
Final. Prior to scoring six unanswered goals in Game 2, the Kings had just a 14% chance of advancing to the Stanley 
Cup Final. Their fate shifted dramatically by Games 5 and 6, when their probability of winning the series spiked as 
high as 95% and 92%. The Kings' fortunes shifted again very quickly. With about 8 minutes left in Game 6, LA had 
a 92% chance of winning the series. Prior to tying the game with 7 minutes remaining in Game 7, their probability 
had eroded to just 12%. 

The win probability metric has numerous other applications, such as a stats-driven power ranking, for 
those who write about hockey. I now turn to an example of how win probabilities can be useful for those who want 
to evaluate the skills of individual players. 
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NEXT GOAL PROBABILITIES

• Y-axis: the chance of 
scoring the next goal
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SCORE IN POSSESSION

http://www.lukebornn.com/sloan_epv_curve.mp4

http://www.lukebornn.com/sloan_epv_curve.mp4
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FROM SUCCESS PROBABILITIES TO 
ACTION VALUES
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ACTION VALUES

• Success probabilities can be used to evaluate players and actions

• impact(action) = 
[success probability after action – success probability before action]

• “We assert that most questions that coaches, players, and fans have about 
basketball, particularly those that involve the offense, can be phrased and 
answered in terms of EPV [i.e. expected future success].” Cervone, Bornn 
et al. 2014.
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WHY SUCCESS PROBABILITIES

• Advantages of success impact for action values?
1. Look-ahead: consider the medium-term indirect impact of an action
•  pass → assist → shot → goal

• Context-awareness: incorporate match context

• Distinguish high probability of success vs. actual success 
• (cf. Xgoal vs. actual goal)

• All actions are evaluated on the same scale (probabilities)

• Example: Olympics 2010 Golden Goal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7DeQbTzPE8
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THE IMPACT OF AN ACTION

• The impact of an action at 
performed at time t>0 is the 
difference in successive success 
probabilities:

impact(at) = pt – pt-1

* = THOR 
baseline
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FROM ACTION IMPACT TO PLAYER 
RANKINGS
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sion study described in the supplementary material, we ex-
amine directly defining the value of an action as the average
impact of the action over all states. Using the averge im-
pact as a fixed action value leads to a loss of information, as
measured by the entropy of the prediction for which team
scores the next goal. Another lesion study described in the
supplementary material assesses the importance of propa-
gating information between states, especially from one play
sequence to subsequent ones. Our results show that goal
impact values of the actions change substantially depend-
ing on how much information the model propagates.

Impact on Receiving Penalties. The range of action val-
ues with the probability of the next penalty as the objec-
tive function is shown in Figure 2(b). Faceoffs in the Of-
fensive Zone and takeaways cause penalties for the oppo-
nent. Giveaways and goals tend to be followed by a penalty
for the player’s team. The latter finding is consistent with
the observation that there are more penalties called against
teams with higher leads [Schuckers and Brozowski, 2012].
A possible explanation is referees are reluctant to penalize
a trailing team.

Figure 3: 2013-2014 Player Goal Impact Vs. Season Points

7.2 PLAYER VALUATIONS

As players perform actions on behalf of their team, it is
intuitive to apply the impact scores of team actions to the
players performing the action, yielding player valuations.
To calculate player valuations, we apply the impact of an
action to the player as they perform the action. Next, we
sum the impact scores of a player’s actions over a single
game, and then over a single season, to compute a net sea-
son impact score for the player. This procedure is equiv-
alent to comparing the actions taken by a specific player
to those of the league-average player, similar to previous
work [Pettigrew, 2015; Cervone et al., 2014]. We compare

Table 6: 2013-2014 Top-8 Player Impact Scores For Goals

Name Goal Impact Points +/- Salary
Jason Spezza 29.64 66 -26 $5,000,000
Jonathan Toews 28.75 67 25 $6,500,000
Joe Pavelski 27.20 79 23 $4,000,000
Marian Hossa 26.12 57 26 $7,900,000
Patrick Sharp 24.43 77 12 $6,500,000
Sidney Crosby 24.23 104 18 $12,000,000
Claude Giroux 23.89 86 7 $5,000,000
Tyler Seguin 23.89 84 16 $4,500,000

impact on Next Goal Scored with three other player rank-
ing metrics: points earned, salary, and +/-. To avoid con-
founding effects between different seasons, we use only the
most recent full season, 2013-2014. Player impact scores
are shown in Table 6. Tables for all seasons are available as
well [Routley, 2015]. Figure 3 shows that next goal impact
correlates well with points earned. A point is earned for
each goal or assist by a player. Since these players have a
high impact on goals, they also tend to have a positive +/-
rating. Jason Spezza is an anomaly, as he has the highest
impact score but a very negative +/- score. This is because
his Ottawa team performed poorly overall in the 2013-2014
season: The team overall had a goal differential of -29, one
of the highest goal differentials that season. This example
shows that impact scores distinguish a player who gener-
ally performs useful actions but happens to be on a poor
team.

In Table 7, we see player impact with respect to Next
Penalty Received. High impact numbers indicate a ten-
dency to cause penalties for a player’s own team, or prevent
penalties for the opponent. We compare the Q-function
impact numbers to Penalties in Minutes (PIM), +/-, and
salary. Players with high Q-function numbers have high
penalty minutes as we would expect. They also have low
+/-, which shows the importance of penalties for scoring
chances. Their salaries tend to be lower. There are how-
ever notable exceptions, such as Dion Phaneuf, who draws
a high salary although his actions have a strong tendency to
incur penalties.

Table 7: 2013-2014 Top-8 Player Impacts For Penalties

Name Penalty Impact PIM +/- Salary
Chris Neil 62.58 211 -10 $2,100,000
Antoine Roussel 54.26 209 -1 $625,000
Dion Phaneuf 52.52 144 2 $5,500,000
Zac Rinaldo 48.65 153 -13 $750,000
Rich Clune 47.08 166 -7 $525,000
Tom Sestito 46.34 213 -14 $650,000
Zack Smith 44.55 111 -9 $1,500,000
David Perron 42.49 90 -16 $3,500,000

RESULTS 2013-2014 SEASON NHL

Player performance = 
total impact of all actions performed
Jason Spezza: high goal impact, low +/-.
• plays very well on poor team (Ottawa Senators 2013).
• Requested transfer for 2014-2015 season.
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PLAYER RANKING

• 2015-16 NHL season

• Johnny Gaudreau and Mark Scheifele drew salaries 
below what their GIM rank would suggest. 

• Later they received a $5M+  contract for the 2016-
17 season.
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PLAYER SALARY

• In the 2016-17 season, we find 
many underestimated players

• high Impact but low 2015-16 
salary.

• The percentage of players who 
are undervalued decreases in 
the 2016-17.

• (3) This suggests that GIM 
provides an early signal of a 
player's value
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CORRELATIONS WITH STANDARD STATS

• GIM: our ranking (goal impact metric)

• Takeaway: high correlation with 
standard stats

• e.g. 0.93 with points
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DRILLING DOWN ON PLAYER 
STRENGTHS

• Where and when do players 
achieve their highest impact?

• Drill-down analysis compares to 
average player

• Example: Erick Karlsson manages 
puck receptions in a high impact 
region 37.5% of the time.
• Average player only 14.6%
• Uses rink discretization
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LEARNING SUCCESS PROBABILITY 
MODELS

Try this at home
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MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH

ClassifierMatch Context  
at time t

Success
Probabililty 

at time t
Context Feature Vector 

at time t

Deployment

Classifier

Observed Success/Failures

Machine
Learning

Observed Context 
Feature VectorsObserved Match Contexts

Training
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EVENT DATA

• Illustrate approaches with 
event data

• available from nhl.com

• also pre-crawled

• Less work on tracking data

https://www.nhl.com/gamecenter/stl-vs-col/2022/05/25/2021030235
https://www2.cs.sfu.ca/~oschulte/sports/
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DATASET STATISTICS 2015-16

21

Number of Teams 30

Number of Players 2,233

Number of Games 1,140

Number of Events 3.3M
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SPECIFYING LOOK-AHEAD

• Suppose we start with event data

• For each time t, add a success column Yt depending on whether the team 
succeeded after time t.

• E.g., did they score the next goal?

• Could also annotate whether they score the next goal in k steps 
(Descrooset al. 2019) or fixed time interval (Shuckers and Curro 2013 THoR)
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EXAMPLE

game player Period team x y Manpower Action Y=next goal

849 402 1 15 -9.5 1.5 Even Recovery 0
849 402 1 15 -24.5 -17 Even Carry 0
849 417 1 16 -75.5 -21.5 Even Check 1
849 402 1 15 -79 -19.5 Even Pass 0
849 413 1 16 -92 -32.5 Even Turnover 1
849 413 1 16 -92 -32.5 Even Pass 1
849 389 1 16 -98 0 Even Goal 1
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CONTEXT

• Context can be represented as a feature vector

• E.g. score differential, manpower differential

• What do to about the previous match history?

• Simple Approach: 

• Fix a sliding window size k (common values are 3,4,10).

• Use previous k events context for current event
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EXAMPLE: SLIDING WINDOW

game player Period team x y Manpower Action Y=next goal

849 402 1 15 -9.5 1.5 Even Recovery 0
849 402 1 15 -24.5 -17 Even Carry 0
849 417 1 16 -75.5 -21.5 Even Check 1
849 402 1 15 -79 -19.5 Even Pass 0
849 413 1 16 -92 -32.5 Even Turnover 1
849 413 1 16 -92 -32.5 Even Pass 1
849 389 1 16 -98 0 Even Goal 1

k=2
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EXAMPLE: SLIDING WINDOW

Manpower Action Y=next goal

Even Turnover 1
Even Pass 1
Even Goal 1

k=2

MP(-2) Action(-2) MP(-1) Action(-1) Manpower(0) Action(0) Y=next goal

* * * * Even Turnover 1
* * Even Turnover Even Pass 1

Even Turnover Even Pass Even Goal 1
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TRAINING A CLASSIFIER

• Given a list of pairs (context vector, success target), 
can simply run any classifier (R/Weka/Scikit-Learn)

• E.g. logistic regression, gradient boosted decision 
trees

• Excerpt from logistic model tree
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ALTERNATIVE: RECURRENT NEURAL 
NETWORK

• Can also use RNN (e.g. Long Short-Term Memory)
+ Natively handles sequence data; no need for preprocessing
- Less familiar than classification packages
- Results more difficult to interpret
• Try to get the best of both worlds with mimic learning:
1. Train a neural network to be accurate
2. Train a tree model to mimic the neural network -> 

interpretable
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REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
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BIG PICTURE: SPORTS ANALYTICS MEETS 
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

• Reinforcement Learning: Learning to act
• Studied since the 1950s
ØMany models, theorems, algorithms, software.

• Learning success probabilities is one of the fundamental problems of 
reinforcement learning

Reinforcement 
Learning

Sports 
Analytics

on-line intro text
by Sutton and Barto

http://webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/~sutton/book/the-book.html
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REINFORCEMENT LEARNING AND 
TEMPORAL CONSISTENCY

• A problem with the classifier approach is that it (implicitly) 
assumes that all events are independent

• The probability of scoring of success at t+1 is treated as 
independent of the probability of success at t

• Ignores temporal dynamics

• In fact success chances are highly correlated

• RL aims to exploit temporal connections
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STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

• Step 1: Estimate the probabilities of getting one from 
match state to the other

• Basketball Demo

• In our discrete NHL models, we estimated state transition 
probabilities for 1.3M states

• Step 2: Estimate the chances of reaching a success state 
using dynamic programming

http://projects.yisongyue.com/bballpredict/
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MULTI-STEP TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

s0

s1 s2s0

0.1
0.3 0.6 1-step transition probabilities P(s*|s0)

s1

0.2
0.5

0.3 l-step transition probabilities P(s1|s*)

To compute Pl+1(s1|s0): the probability of reaching state s1 from s0

Answer: 0.1 x 0.2 + 0.3 x 0.5 + 0.6 x 0.3

L L L
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DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

• Input: State Transition Probabilities

• Output: Probability of Future Success for every match state

• For lookahead L = 1,…

• Compute probability of success in L+1 steps using
1-step state transitions and L step success probabilities from previous lookahead

• Terminate at convergence or at fixed bound

• For the NHL, our computation converged at L = 13

• Xthreat Visualization

https://karun.in/blog/expected-threat.html
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LEARNING SUCCESS PROBABILITIES: OVERVIEW
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EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

• Who is acting? →Context 
• E.g. a shot by Scheifele is different from shot by average NHL player
ØPlayer embeddings (Liu et al. 2020)

• Evaluate lines/formations
• Pairs of player evaluation by Ljung et al. 2018

• Try to infer team objectives (Inverse reinforcement learning) 
Luo et al. 2020

• Future: Determine optimal actions for a given match context
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CONCLUSION

• Estimating Success Probabilities is a basic problem in hockey analytics
• Can be applied to solve other problems
• Action values

• Player ranking

• Machine learning models can include rich match contexts to provide useful 
success probabilities

• Reinforcement learning is especially suitable for handing complex dynamic 
domains like ice hockey
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THANK YOU!

Kurt Routley Zeyu Zhao Guiliang Liu Pascal Poupart


